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We investigate the influence of the electron-phonon coupling in the one-dimensional spinless Holstein model
at half-filling using both a recently developed projector-based renormalization methodsPRMd and an refined
exact diagonalization technique in combination with the kernel polynomial method. At finite phonon frequen-
cies the system shows a metal-insulator transition accompanied by the appearance of a Peierls distorted state at
a finite critical electron-phonon coupling. We analyze the opening of a gap in terms of thesinversed photo-
emission spectral functions which are evaluated in both approaches. Moreover, the PRM approach reveals the
softening of a phonon at the Brillouin-zone boundary which can be understood as precursor effect of the gap
formation.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Despite the many years of study of the electron-phonon
interaction in metallic systems, there remain fundamental
problems that yet must be resolved. Especially systems
which suffer strong electron-phonon coupling in conjunction
with strong electron-electron interaction are in the center of
present interest. Examples are cuprate high-temperature
superconductors,1,2 colossal magnetoresistive manganites,3

or metallic alkaline-doped C60-based compounds. Further-
more, in a wide range of quasi-one-dimensional materials,
such as MX chains, conjugated polymers or organic charge
transfer complexes,4 the itinerancy of the electrons strongly
competes with the electron-phonon coupling which tends to
establish, e.g., charge-density-wave structures. Then, in par-
ticular at half-filling, Peierls insulating phases may be ener-
getically favored over the metallic state. Many interesting
questions arise not only with a view to the associated metal
to insulator transition but also concerning the form of the
single-particle excitation spectra well below and above the
transition. At present, there is a clear need of reliable theo-
retical methods to tackle these problems in terms of minimal
microscopic models.

In this paper we study as the perhaps simplest realization
of a strongly coupled electron-phonon system, the so-called
spinless Holstein model, describing the local interaction be-
tween dispersionless longitudinal optical phonons and the
density of the electrons at a given lattice siteni =ci

†ci,

H = − to
ki,jl

sci
†cj + h.c.d + v0o

i

bi
†bi + go

i

sbi
† + bidni .

s1d

Here,ci
† sbi

†d denote fermionicsbosonicd creation operators
of electronssphononsd, i is the Wannier site index. The
electron-phonon coupling constant and frequency of the Ein-
stein mode is given byg and v0, respectively. Of physical
concern for most applications are relatively small values of
the adiabaticity ratioa=v0/ t!1, even though the antiadia-

batic limit a@1 is also a useful point of reference for an
overall understanding of the physics of the Holstein model.

It is well known that the one-dimensional Holstein model
of spinless fermions at half-filling has a quantum phase tran-
sition from a Luttinger liquidsmetallic phased to an insulat-
ing phase with charge-density wave long-range order.5–7 In
the past, a large number of different analytical and numerical
methods have been applied to the Holstein model, in particu-
lar to determine the phase boundary between metallic and
insulating behavior for the half-filled band case. Much of the
work is restricted to the one-dimensional case. Mainly
ground state properties were investigated by means of
strong-coupling expansions,5 variational,8 and renormaliza-
tion group6,9 approaches, as well as world-line quantum
Monte Carlo5 and Green’s-function Monte Carlo10 simula-
tions. More recently, exact diagonalization11 sEDd and den-
sity matrix renormalization group7,12–14techniques were ap-
plied. The metal-insulator transition is accompanied by the
appearance of a gap in the electronic spectrum which, how-
ever, can best be observed in thek-dependent one-particle
spectral functions. In a recent dynamical mean field
treatment15 in conjunction with a numerical renormalization
group approach it was suggested that the opening of the elec-
tronic gap is accompanied by the appearance of a low-energy
phonon peak in the total phononic spectral function. In fact,
we shall show in this paper that the phonon modes at the
Brillouin-zone boundary become soft. This can be under-
stood as a precursor effect of a lattice instability leading to a
Peierls state for electron-phonon coupling strengthg larger
than some finite critical valuegc. Moreover, we shall evalu-
ate electronic one-particle spectral functions which should
show the opening of the gap at the quantum phase transition.
The evaluation of Luttinger parameters is beyond the scope
of interest of this paper.

One of the main aims of the paper is to show that a newly
developed projector-based renormalization methodsPRMd
for many-particle Hamiltonians16 can be applied to the spin-
less Holstein model, though an extension to the case with
spin would also be possible. In principle this method is ap-
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plicable to infinitely large systems, to the whole parameter
regime of the electron-phonon couplingg/v0, to any finite
filling, and to any finite spatial dimension. In the present
paper we restrict ourselves to the case of one dimension and
to half-filling in order to study the transition from the metal-
lic to the insulating phase. It will turn out the Peierls insta-
bility associated with the metal-insulator transition can very
well be described in the present formalism. Since the appli-
cation of the PRM, however, is accompanied by some ap-
proximations, the reliability of the technique will be tested
by comparing its results with unbiased data from exact di-
agonalization sEDd. In particular, the k-dependent one-
particle spectral functions fromsinversed photoemission will
be analyzed within both approaches. As is seen, the forma-
tion of a charge gap at some critical valuegc of the electron-
phonon coupling is related to the softening of phonon modes
at the Brillouin-zone boundary, at least in the adiabatic re-
gime. From the ED data we get additional valuable insights
into the behavior of the wave-vector resolved spectral func-
tion. Moreover, a detailed characterization of the ground
state, e.g., by the phonon distribution is possible. We note
that the present approach is not restricted to large dimensions
as is the case of a recent DMFT approach.15

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we outline
the PRM approach.16 The renormalization equations for the
model parameters are derived nonperturbatively and general
expressions for the one-particle spectral functions are dis-
cussed. In Sec. III we discuss our exact diagonalization tech-
nique for the calculation of single-particle spectral functions
of coupled electron-phonon systems. Section IV presents the
findings obtained within both approaches for thesIdPE spec-
tra and phonon renormalization, in particular with respect to
the metal to Peierls insulator transition in the one-
dimensionals1Dd Holstein model. The main results will be
summarized in Sec. V.

II. RENORMALIZATION OF THE HOLSTEIN MODEL

A. Projector-based renormalization method

The PRM16 starts from a decomposition of a given many-
particle HamiltonianH into an unperturbed partH0 and a
perturbationH1

H = H0 + H1, s2d

where we assume that the eigenvalue problem ofH0 is
solved

H0uns0dl = En
s0duns0dl. s3d

The decomposition ofH into H0 andH1 should be done in
such a way thatH1 contains no part which commutes with
H0. Thus,H1 gives rise to transitions between eigenstates of
H0 with different eigenenergies. The presence ofH1 usually
prevents the exact solution of the eigenvalue problem of the
full Hamiltonian. Let us define a projection operatorPl by

PlA = o
m,n

uns0dlkms0dkns0duAums0dlQsl − uEn
s0d − Em

s0dud. s4d

Pl is a superoperator which acts on ordinary operatorsA of
the unitary space. It projects on those parts ofA which are

formed by transition operatorsuns0dlkms0du with energy differ-
ences uEn

s0d−Em
s0du less than a given cutoffl, where l is

smaller than the cutoffL of the original model. Note that in
Eq. s4d neitheruns0dl nor ums0dl have to be low-energy eigen-
states ofH0. However, their energy difference must be re-
stricted to valuesøl. Furthermore we define the projector

Ql = 1 − Pl s5d

on the high-energy transitions larger than the cutoffl,
sQlPl=0d.

Now we want to transform the initial HamiltonianH of
Eq. s1d into an effective HamiltonianHl which has no ma-
trix elements belonging to transitions larger thanl. This will
be achieved by an unitary transformation

Hl = eXlHe−Xl, s6d

where the generatorXl of the transformation must be anti-
Hermitian, i.e.,Xl

†=−Xl. Note that the effective Hamiltonian
Hl has the same eigenspectrum as the original Hamiltonian
H. The generatorXl must be chosen such thatHl has no
matrix elements between states belonging to transitions
larger thanl. Hence the condition

QlHl = 0 s7d

must be fulfilled. Equations7d will be used below to specify
Xl.

Instead of eliminating all high-energy excitations in one
step a sequence of stepwise transformations will be used in
the following. Thus, in an infinitesimal formulation, the
projector-based renormalization approach yields renormal-
ization equations for the parameters of the Hamiltonian as
function of the cutoffl. In that aspect the present approach
resembles Wegner’s flow equation method17 and the similar-
ity transformation introduced by Głatzek and Wilson.18 To
find the renormalization equations we proceed as follows.
We start from the renormalized Hamiltonian

Hl = H0,l + H1,l, s8d

where in Hl all excitations with energy differences larger
than l have been eliminated. Next we further integrate out
all excitations inside an energy shell betweenl and a smaller
cutoff sl−Dld whereDl.0. The new HamiltonianHsl−Dld
is given by

Hsl−Dld = eXl,DlHle−Xl,Dl, s9d

whereXl,Dl is the generator for the transformation froml to
sl−Dld. Similar to s7d it must fulfill the condition

Qsl−DldHsl−Dld = 0. s10d

Note that there are two strategies to exploit Eq.s10d in order
to determine the generatorXl,Dl of the unitary transforma-
tion s9d. The most straightforward route is to analyze Eqs.s9d
ands10d in perturbation theory as it was done in Refs. 16 and
19. Here, we want to perform the renormalization step from
l to sl−Dld in a nonperturbative way which recently has
been applied to the periodic Anderson model by two of the
authors.20
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Equationss9d and s10d can be used to derive difference
equations for thel dependence of the parameters of the
Hamiltonian. They will be called renormalization equations.
The solution depends on the initial values of the parameters
of the Hamiltonian and fixes the final HamiltonianHl in the
limit l→0. Note that the final Hamiltonian only consists of
a renormalized unperturbed partH0,sl→0d. The interaction
H1,sl→0d completely vanishes since it was used up in the
renormalization procedure.

B. Application to the Holstein model

Let us start by formally writing down the effective Hamil-
tonianHl=eXlHe−Xl for the spinless Holstein model after all
excitations with energy differences larger thanl have been
eliminated,

Hl = H0,l + H1,l

with

H0,l = o
k

«k,lck
†ck + o

q
vq,lbq

†bq + El, s11d

H1,l = o
k,q

gk,q,l

ÎN
Plsbq

†ck
†ck+q + bqck+q

† ckd, s12d

where Fourier transformed operators

ck
† =

1
ÎN

o
j

eikR jcj
†, bq

† =
1

ÎN
o

j

eiqR jbj
†,

were introduced. Due to the renormalization processes the
one-particle energies«k,l and the phonon frequenciesvq,l in
s11d now depend on the cutoffl. Moreover, the phonon en-
ergies acquire a dispersion due to an effective interaction of
lattice vibrations at different sites via the coupling to elec-
tronic degrees of freedom. Also the electron-phonon cou-
pling constantgk,q,l now depends on wave vectorsk ,q and
the cutoff l. El is an additional energy shift. Finally, the
projectorPl in Eq. s12d guarantees that only those excita-
tions survive inH1,l which have energiesswith respect to
H0,ld smaller thanl:

Plsbq
†ck

†ck+q + bqck+q
† ckd = Qsl − uvq,l + «k,l − «k+q,lud

3sbq
†ck

†ck+q + bqck+q
† ckd. s13d

The initial values of the original modelswith cutoff l=Ld
are

«k,sl=Ld = «k, vq,sl=Ld = v0, gk,q,sl=Ld = g, Esl=Ld = 0.

s14d

In the next step we determine the renormalized Hamil-
tonianHsl−Dld=eXl,DlHle−Xl,Dl by eliminating all excitations
within an additional small energy shell betweensl−Dld and
l. For the explicit form of the generatorXl,Dl of the unitary
transformation we make the following ansatz:

Xl,Dl =
1

ÎN
o
k,q

Bk,q,lQk,qsl,Dldsbq
†ck

†ck+q − bqck+q
† ckd,

s15d

whereQk,qsl ,Dld is the product of twoQ functions,

Qk,qsl,Dld = Qsl − uvq,l + «k,l − «k+q,ludQfuvq,sl−Dld

+ «k,sl−Dld − «k+q,sl−Dldu − sl − Dldg. s16d

The operator form ofXl,Dl is suggested by its first order
expression which is easily obtained by expandings9d in pow-
ers of H1 and usings10d scf. Ref. 16d. The yet unknown
prefactorsBk,q,l will be specified later and depend onl. It
will turn out thatBk,q,l contains contributions in all powers
of the electron-phonon couplingg. The twoQ-functions in
s16d confine the allowed excitations to the energy shellDl.

The coefficientsBk,q,l will be fixed by the conditions10d.
First, we must carry out the unitary transformations9d ex-
plicitly,

Hsl−Dld = o
k

«k,leXl,Dlck
†cke−Xl,Dl + o

q
vq,leXl,Dl

3bq
†bqe−Xl,Dl + El + o

k,q

gk,q,l

ÎN
eXl,DlPl

3sbq
†ck

†ck+q + bqck+q
† ckde−Xl,Dl. s17d

The transformations for the various operators ins17d must be
done separately. For instance, the transformation forck

†ck
reads

eXl,Dlck
†cke−Xl,Dl − ck

†ck

= o
q
HFQk−q,qsl,Dld

n̂q,l

scossBk−q,q,l
Î2n̂q,ld − 1d

3hs1 − nk−q,l
c + nq,l

b dck
†ck − snk,l

c + nq,l
b dck−q

† ck−qj

+
Qk−q,qsl,Dldsnk,l

c − nk−q,l
c d

n̂q,l

3hcossBk−q,q,l
Î2n̂q,ld − 1jbq

†bq +
Qk−q,qsl,Dld

Î2n̂q,l

3sinsBk−q,q,l
Î2n̂q,ldsbq

†ck−q
† ck + h.c.dG

− fk → sk + qdgJ , s18d

where we have defined

nk,l
c = kck

†ckl0,l =
1

eb«k,l + 1
, nq,l

b = kbq
†bql0,l =

1

ebvq,l − 1
,

s19d

and

n̂q,l = 1 + 2nq,l
b s20d

sfor details see Appendix Ad. In deriving s18d an additional
factorization approximation has been used in order to keep
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only operators of the structure of those of Eqs.s11d ands12d.
In principle, the expectation values are best defined with the
equilibrium distribution ofHl since the renormalization step
was done fromHl to Hsl−Dld. However, for simplicity we
shall evaluate these quantities with the unperturbed Hamil-
tonian H0,l. Similar expressions tos18d are also found for
the transformations of the remaining operators ofs17d.

One should note that influence of the above factorization
approximation together with the choice of the equilibrium
distribution is not well controlled as long as the influence of
the additional fluctuation terms are not considered. However,
we believe that the renormalization ofHl as it is used here
leads to a proper description of the influence of the electron-
phonon interaction in the Holstein model. The fluctuation
terms which appear as additional renormalization contribu-
tions in the approach could give rise to additional terms both
in H0,l and H1,l. The renormalization of the new coupling
parameters would have to be investigated in the present
renormalization scheme as well.

In the next step we determine the parametersBk,q,l. For
that purpose we use the conditions10d. By insertingHsl−Dld
from s17d into s10d and by use ofs18d and the remaining
transformations, we find

Qk,qsl,DldBk,q,l = Qk,qsl,Dld
1

Î2n̂q,l

3arctanSÎ2n̂q,l

N

gk,q,l

vq,l + ek,l − ek+q,l
D .

s21d

Let us point out thatBk,q,l is determined bys21d only for the
case that the excitation energiesvq,l+«k,l−«k+q,l fit into the
energy shell given byQk,qsl ,Dld. For all other excitations
Bk,q,l can be set equal to zero. Therefore we shall use the
following expression forBk,q,l:

Bk,q,l = 5 1

Î2n̂q,l

arctanSÎ2n̂q,l

N

gk,q,l

vq,l + ek,l − ek+q,l
D for Qk,qsl,Dld = 1,

0 for Qk,qsl,Dld = 0.
6

C. Renormalization equations for the Holstein model

Next, we derive the renormalization equations for the parameters of the Hamiltonian. For that purpose we compare the
renormalization ansatz forHsl−Dld,

Hsl−Dld = o
k,

«k,sl−Dldck
†ck + o

q
vq,sl−Dldbq

†bq + Esl−Dld + o
k,q

gk,q,sl−Dld

ÎN
Psl−Dldsbq

†ck
†ck+q + bqck+q

† ckd s22d

fsee Eqs.s11d ands12dg, with the expression that is obtained froms17d after s18d and the corresponding transformations have
been inserted. Comparing in both equations the coefficients of the operatorsck

†ck, bq
†bq, and sbq

†ck
†ck+q+h.c.d, we find the

following relations between the parameters at cutoffl and sl−Dld:

«k,sl−Dld − «k,l = o
q

nk+q,l
c + nq,l

b

n̂q,l

hcossBk,q,l
Î2n̂q,ld − 1jsvq,l + «k,l − «k+q,ldQk,qsl,Dld + o

q
Î 2

Nn̂q,l

snk+q,l
c + nq,l

b d

3sinsBk,q,l
Î2n̂q,ldgk,q,lQk,qsl,Dld − o

q

1 − nk−q,l
c + nq,l

b

n̂q,l

hcossBk−q,q,l
Î2n̂q,ld − 1jsvq,l + «k−q,l − «k,ld

3Qk−q,qsl,Dld − o
q
Î 2

Nn̂q,l

s1 − nk−q,l
c + nq,l

b dsinsBk−q,q,l
Î2n̂q,ldgk−q,q,lQk−q,qsl,Dld, s23d

vq,sl−Dld − vq,l = − o
k

nk+q,l
c − nk,l

c

n̂q,l

hcossBk,q,l
Î2n̂q,ld − 1jsvq,l + «k,l − «k+q,ldQk,qsl,Dld − o

k
Î 2

Nn̂q,l

3snk+q,l
c − nk,l

c dsinsBk,q,l
Î2n̂q,ldgk,q,lQk,qsl,Dld, s24d

gk,q,sl−Dld − gk,q,l = −Î N

2n̂q,l

svq,l + «k,l − «k+q,ldsinsBk,q,l
Î2n̂q,ldQk,qsl,Dld + gk,q,lhcossBk,q,l

Î2n̂q,ld − 1jQk,qsl,Dld.

s25d
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A corresponding expression can also be found for the renor-
malization of the energy shiftEsl−Dld. The above Eqs.
s23d–s25d describe the renormalization of the parameters if
the cutoff is reduced froml to sl−Dld.

Note that the expressions21d for Bk,q,l and thus the renor-
malization equations are nonperturbative ingk,q,l and are not
restricted to some low order. However, a prefactor 1/ÎN en-
ters the expressions21d for Bk,q,l due to the factorization
approximation discussed in Appendix A. Thus, in the ther-
modynamic limitN→` ,Bk,q,l becomes linear ing and the
renormalization relationss23d–s25d become quadratic in the
electron-phonon coupling. In the numerical evaluation, how-
ever, when a fixed numberN is taken, the excitation energy
svq,l+«k,l−«k+q,ld will become very small for reducing the
cutoff l→0 and thus the expansion ofBk,q,l to linear order
in g may break down. In that case the full equationss21d and
s23d–s25d must be taken.

The overall renormalization starts from the cutoffl=L of
the original model and proceeds down to zero cutoffl=0. At

l=0 the completely renormalized HamiltonianH̃ªHsl→0d
becomes an effectively free model and reads

H̃ = o
k,

«̃kck
†ck + o

q
ṽqbq

†bq + Ẽ, s26d

where we have defined«̃k =«k,sl→0d, ṽq=vq,sl→0d, and Ẽ
=Esl→0d. For l→0 the electron-phonon couplingH1,l has
vanished due to theQ function in s13d. All excitations of the
electron-phonon interaction were used to renormalize the pa-
rameters of the Hamiltonian.

The results from the numerical evaluation of the renor-
malization equations will be given in Sec. IV. In particular
we then compare the spectral functions calculated within the
PRM approach and by exact diagonalization. The electronic
one-particle spectral functionsAk

+svd andAk
−svd are defined

by

Ak
+svd =

1

2p
E

−`

`

kckstdck
†leivtdt,

Ak
−svd =

1

2p
E

−`

`

kck
†stdckleivt dt. s27d

The functionAk
+svd describes the creation of an electronk at

time zero and the annihilation at timet whereas inAk
−svd first

an electron is annihilated and at timet the electron is created.
As is well-known these quantities can be measured by in-
verse photoemissionsIPEd and by photoemissionsPEd. To
evaluateAk

+svd and Ak
−svd within the PRM approach it is

necessary to unitary transform not only the Hamiltonian but
also the operatorsck andck

†. This follows from the fact that
the trace of any operator quantity is invariant under a unitary
transformation. Thus we must evaluate

Ak
+svd =

1

2p
E

−`

`

ksckdlstdsck
†dllleivt dt, s28d

where the expectation value and the time dependence are
defined with respect to thel-dependent HamiltonianHl.
Moreover,sck

†dl=eXlck
†e−Xl. A similar expression to Eq.s28d

is also valid forAk
−svd.

In analogy to the evaluation procedure for the renormal-
ization equations ofHl we make the following ansatz for the
l dependence of the operatorssck

†dl and sckdl,

sck
†dl = ak,lck

† + o
q

sbk,q,lck+q
† bq + gk,q,lck−q

† bq
†d, s29d

sckdl=fsckdl
†g†, with l-dependent parametersak,l, bk,q,l, and

gk,q,l. The parameter values for the original model are

ak,sl=Ld = 1, bk,q,sl=Ld = 0, gk,q,sl=Ld = 0. s30d

Due to s29d the following sum rule must hold:

1 = uak,lu2 + o
q

hubk,q,lu2snk+q,l
c + nq,l

b d

+ ugk,q,lu2s1 + nq,l
b − nk−q,l

c dj, s31d

which follows from the commutator relations. Note that a
factorization approximation was used on the right-hand side
of s31d. In analogy to the former approach for«k,l, vq,l, and
gk,q,l, we find the following renormalization equations for
the parametersak,l, bk,q,l, andgk,q,l:

ak,l−Dl − ak,l = o
q

hcossÎnk+q,l
c + nq,l

b Bk,q,ld − 1jak,lQk,qsl,Dld + o
q

hcossÎ1 − nk−q,l
c + nq,l

b Bk−q,q,ld − 1jak,lQk−q,qsl,Dld

+ o
q

Înk+q,l
c + nq,l

b sinsÎnk+q,l
c + nq,l

b Bk,q,ldbk,q,lQk,qsl,Dld

− o
q

Î1 − nk−q,l
c + nq,l

b sinsÎ1 − nk−q,l
c + nq,l

b Bk−q,q,ldgk,q,lQk−q,qsl,Dld, s32d

bk,q,l−Dl − bk,q,l = −
1

Înk+q,l
c + nq,l

b
sinsÎnk+q,l

c + nq,l
b Bk,q,ldak,lQk,qsl,Dld

+ hcossÎnk+q,l
c + nq,l

b Bk,q,ld − 1jbk,q,lQk,qsl,Dld, s33d

and
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gk,q,l−Dl − gk,q,l =
1

Î1 − nk−q,l
c + nq,l

b
sinsÎ1 − nk−q,l

c + nq,l
b Bk−q,q,ldak,lQk−q,qsl,Dld

+ hcossÎ1 − nk−q,l
c + nq,l

b Bk−q,q,ld − 1jgk,q,lQk−q,qsl,Dld. s34d

The renormalization equationss31d and s33d can again be integrated numerically by reducing the cutoffl stepwise down to
l→0. Together with Eqs.s23d–s25d the spectral functionss27d can be determined.

Ak
+svd = ãk

2dsv − «̃kds1 − ñk
cd + o

q
b̃k,q

2 dsv + ṽq − «̃k+qdñq
bs1 − ñk+q

c d + o
q

g̃k,q
2 dsv − ṽq − «̃k−qds1 − ñk−q

c ds1 + ñq
bd, s35d

Ak
−svd = ãk

2dsv − «̃kdñk
c + o

q
b̃k,q

2 dsṽq − «̃k+q + vdñk+q
c s1 + ñq

bd + o
q

g̃k,q
2 dsv − ṽq − «̃k−qdñk−q

c ñq
b. s36d

As before, the quantities with tilde denote the parameters at
cutoff l→0,

ãk = ak,sl→0d, b̃k,q = bk,q,sl→0d, g̃k,q = gk,q,sl→0d.

s37d

In derivings35d ands36d it was exploited that the completely

renormalized HamiltonianH̃ is diagonalfcf. Eq. s26dg. Note
that the first parts inAk

+svd andAk
−svd describe the coherent

one-electron excitations which correspond to those of a free
electron gas. The two remaining contributions are incoherent
excitations due to the coupling to phonons and are given by
a q-sum over excitations«̃k±q7ṽq. Finally we give a sum
rule which follows from the frequency integral over the sum
of the two spectral functions

1 =E
−`

`

dvsAk
+svd + Ak

−svdd

= ãk
2 + o

q
b̃k,q

2 sñk+q
c + ñq

bd + o
q

g̃k,q
2 s1 + ñq

b − ñk−q
c d.

s38d

Note that Eq.s38d is equivalent to the former relations31d.
The explicit evaluation of the spectral functions will be per-
formed in Sec. IV below.

III. EXACT DIAGONALIZATION OF ELECTRON-
PHONON MODELS

In principle exact diagonalization techniques allow the
analysis of ground-state and spectral properties of micro-
scopic models free of any approximations. However, the vast
Hilbert space dimensions restrict ED studies to rather small
system sizes, even if state of the art supercomputers are used.
Usually the dimension of the matrix involved in the diago-
nalization is reduced by exploiting lattice or spin
symmetries.22 Unfortunately, for the Holstein model the Hil-
bert space associated to the phonons is infinite even for finite
systems. Thus a well controlled truncation procedure must be
developed.21,22 In our approach the maximum number of
phonons per statesnot per lattice sited is fixed sMd. Then the

dimension of the phononic subspace isDph=sM
+Nd! / M!N!.

For the Holstein model computational requirements can
be further reduced. It is possible to separate the symmetric
phonon mode,B0=s1/ÎNdoibi, and to calculate its contribu-
tion to H analytically. For the sake of simplicity, we restrict
ourselves to the 1D case in what follows. Using the momen-
tum space representation of the phonon operators and intro-
ducing the polaron binding energy«p=g2/v0 the original
Holstein Hamiltonian reads

H = − to
ki,jl

sci
†cj + h.c.d − Î«pv0o

j

sB−Qj

† + BQj
dnQj

+ v0o
j

BQj

† BQj
s39d

with

BQj

† = Uj ,ibi
†, BQj

= Uj ,i
* bi = U−j ,ibi , s40d

nQj
= o

i

Uj ,ini , s41d

where Uj ,i =s1/ÎNdexphiQjRij. Qj sRid denote the allowed
momentumstranslationd vectors of the lattice. The phononic
Q=0 mode couples ton0=Nel/ÎN which is a constant if
working in a subspace with fixed number of electrons. Thus

the Hamiltonian decomposes intoH=H̃+HQ=0, with

HQ=0 = − Î«pv0sB0
† + B0dn0 + v0B0

†B0. s42d

Since fH̃ ,HQ=0g=0 holds the eigenspectrum ofH can be
built up by the analytic solution forHQ=0 and the numerical

results forH̃. Using the unitary transformation

SsNeld = expH−
Nel

ÎN
Î «p

v0
sB0

† − B0dJ , s43d

and introducing a shift of the phonon operatorsfB0→B0

+sNel/ÎNdÎ«p/v0g, we easily find the diagonal form ofHQ=0
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H̄Q=0 = v0B0
†B0 − «p

Nel
2

N
. s44d

It represents a harmonic oscillator with eigenvalues and
eigenvectors,

El̄ = v0l̄ − «p

Nel
2

N
, s45d

ul̄l =
1

Îl̄!
sB0

†dl̄u0l. s46d

The corresponding eigenenergies and eigenvectors ofHQ=0
areEl =El̄ and

ul,Neld = S†sNeldul̄l, s47d

respectively. That is, in the eigenstates of the Holstein model
a homogeneous lattice distortion occurs. Note that the homo-
geneous lattice distortions are different in subspaces with
different electron number. Thus excitations due to lattice re-
laxation processes show up in the one-particle spectral func-
tion. Finally, eigenvectors and eigenenergies ofH can be
constructed by combining the above analytical result with

the numerical determined eigensystemsẼn
sNeld ; uc̃n

sNeldld of H̃,

En,l
sNeld = Ẽn

sNeld + v0l − «p

Nel
2

N
, s48d

ucn,l
sNeldl = uc̃n

sNeldl ^ ul,Neld. s49d

The direct product notation for the eigenvectors ofH im-
plies that also the one-particle spectral functions, e.g., the
single-particle spectral function,

AK
+svd = o

n,l
ukcn,l

sNel+1ducK
† uc0,0

sNeldlu2dsv − fEn,l
sNel+1d − E0,0

sNeldgd,

s50d

can also be decomposed in a numerical and an analytical
contribution,

AK
+svd = o

l

rsl,Nel + 1,NeldÃK
+sv − fv0l − «ps2Nel + 1d/Ngd.

s51d

Using ED in combination with kernel polynomial moment
expansion and maximum entropy methods,22–24we first com-

pute numerically the one-particle spectral function forH̃,

ÃK
+sṽd = o

n

ukc̃n
sNel+1ducK

† uc̃0
sNeldlu2dsṽ − fẼn

sNel+1d − Ẽ0
sNeldgd,

s52d

which does not include the effects of theQ=0 phonon mode.
In a second step, the final spectrum is constructed from Eq.

s51d by shifting ÃK
+sṽd by multiples of the bare phonon fre-

quency and using the weight factors,25

rsl8,Nel8 ,Neld = usNel8 ,l8u0,Neldu2 =
xl8

l8!
e−x, s53d

where x=s1/Nds«p/v0dsNel8 −Neld2. The rsl8 ,Nel8 ,Neld quan-
tify the relaxation process of the lattice distortion discussed

above. Thus, each excitation inÃK
+sṽd splits up into a band of

peaks separated byv0 which contains the total weight of the
original excitationfolrsl ,Nel+1,Neld=1g.

Figure 1 shows the contribution of theQ=0 phonon mode
to AK

†svd. The Q=0 excitations are separated byv0 and in-
terfere at higher energies with excitations forming broad
bands. In Fig. 1, e.g., five replications of the lowest peak are
visible swith decreasing height and weightd. The integrated
spectral density reflects the redistribution of spectral weight
to higher energies but conserves the spectral weight when
integrating theQÞ0 peaks together with the corresponding
Q=0 side bands. Note that this behavior is observed in a
finite system only, i.e.,rsl8ù1,Nel±1,Neld vanishes in the
thermodynamic limitN→`.

In our finite cluster diagonalization, however, the separa-
tion of the phononicQ=0 mode significantly reduces the
computational requirements. First, the dimension of the ma-

FIG. 1. Low-energy excitations of the single-
particle spectral functionAK

+svd and the corre-
sponding integrated spectral densityfSK

+svd
=e−`

v AK
+sv8ddv8g at K= ±p /2 for «p/ t=0.6 and

v0/ t=0.1. Dashedssolidd lines show the spec-
trum including all phonon modesswithout the
Q=0 phonon moded.
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trix to be diagonalized is reduced by a factor of 1+sM /Nd
because onlyN−1 instead ofN independent modes must be
considered. Second, theQ=0 mode takes into account at
leastkB0

†B0l=s«p/v0dsNel
2 /Nd phonons in the ground state al-

ready. Thus, the maximum number of phonons allowed per

state,M, can be chosen much smaller forH̃ than for the full
HamiltonianH in order to achieve the same level of conver-
gence. The relevance of the separation of the phononicQ
=0 mode for our numerical work becomes evident if one
compares the dimension of the phononic Hilbert space used
for the calculation in Fig. 1sNel=4,N−1=7,M =28,«p/v0

=6d D̃ph=6.73106 with that required for the full Hamil-
tonian sN=8,M =28+12d Dph=3.773108, which is about
two orders of magnitude larger.

IV. PEIERLS TRANSITION IN THE SPINLESS FERMION
HOLSTEIN MODEL

In this section we apply the PRM and ED techniques out-
lined in Secs. II and III to the investigation of the metal
insulator transition in the Holstein model. While both ap-
proaches are valid for any dimension in principle, we restrict
ourselves to the one-dimensional case and spinless fermions,
mainly because of the serious memory restrictions within the
ED calculations. On the other hand, focusing on the half-
filled band caseNel=N/2, we know that the Peierls instabil-
ity, we are interested in, is most pronounced in low-
dimensional systems. Throughout the numerical work we use
the bare tight-binding electron dispersion«k=−2t coska slat-
tice constanta=1d, and an Einstein phonon frequencyv0/ t
=0.1. The Fermi level is defined to be the energy zero level
and the temperature isT=0. In the following we shall vary

the dimensionless electron-coupling constantg/ t or, equiva-
lently, «p/ t fwhere due to g=Î«pv0 we have «p/ t
=sg/ td2st /v0dg.

A. ED results

In order to investigate lattice dynamical effects on the
Peierls transition we first analyze the spectral density of
single-particle excitations associated with the injection of an
electron with wave numberK, AK

+svd sIPEd, given by Eq.
s50d, and the corresponding quantity for the emission of an
electron,AK

−svd sPEd. In AK
−svd the destruction operatorcK

connects the ground state of the Holstein model withNel

electronssuc0,0
sNeldld to all excited states of the system with

Nel−1 electronssucn,l
sNel−1dld. Of course, theexactdetermina-

tion of AK
±svd for coupled electron-phonon systems is an tre-

mendous numerical task, which requires the repeated solu-
tion of eigenvalue problems with dimensions of the order of
1010. At present this can only be achieved by employing
elaborate numerical techniques, e.g., the kernel polynomial
expansion method, on leading edge supercomputers.26

Let us first consider the adiabaticsa=0.1d weak coupling
regime «p/ t!1. The data presented for the single-particle
spectral function in Fig. 2 give clear evidence that the system
behaves like a metal. The Fermi energysKF=p /2d is located
in the center of an only weakly renormalized bandsthe band-
width is about 4t, which is the value for noninteracting sys-
temd. The band dispersion can be derived by tracing the low-
est suppermostd peak in eachK sector of the IPEsPEd
spectra. Most notably these peaks have a spectral weight
close to one. As an effect of the electron-phonon coupling
phonon satellites separated by the bare phonon frequency

FIG. 2. sColor onlined Wave-number-resolved
spectral densities for photoemission
fAK

−svd; dashedsredd linesg and inverse photo-
emissionfAK

+svd; solid sblackd linesg in the me-
tallic state s«p/ t!1d. The corresponding inte-
grated densitiesSK

± svd are given by bold lines. All
ED data were obtained for an eight-site system
with periodic boundary conditions. Note that the
sum rules are fulfilled.
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v0/ t occur in the vicinity of the tight-binding band electron
levels. These excitations, however, have extremely small
selectronicd spectral weight.

If we increase the electron-phonon interaction a gap fea-
ture starts to develop in the single-particle spectra at the
Fermi momentum. This is the situation shown in Fig. 3. Ob-
viously a critical interaction strength is necessary to trigger
the Peierls transition at finite phonon frequencies. This must
be contrasted to the result obtained for the adiabatic limit
v0=0, where a Peierls instability occurs at any finite
electron-phonon coupling. Figure 3 also demonstrates the
mixed selectron-phonond nature of the excitations. Now the
spectral weight is almost equally distributed among the dif-
ferent peaks in eachK sector.

Finally we examine the behavior of the single-particle
spectra in the strong electron-phonon coupling regime. As
can be seen from Fig. 4, a wide band gap emerges, indicating
massive charge excitations accompanied by multiphonon ab-
sorption and emission processes. The Peierls distortion of the
lattice is directly connected to a charge-density-wave forma-
tion swe found almost localized electrons at every second
sited. As a result a symmetry-broken ground state may occur
in the infinite system, reflecting true long-range order. Now
the Fermi energy is located at the center of the band gap and
consequently the system shows insulating behavior.

To supplement the discussion we display in Fig. 5 the
contribution of states withm phonons contained in the
ground state. From top to the bottom the coupling strength
increases. At weak electron-phonon coupling«p/ t=0.1 the
zero-phonon state is clearly the dominant one. States with
more than two phonons are negligible. For the Peierls phase
s«p/ t=1.6d the phonon distribution of the ground state

follows a Poisson-type distribution, where the ratio«p/v0
=16 gives a good estimate of the mean phonon number.

B. PRM results

In order to integrate the renormalization equations derived
in Sec. II we consider a lattice ofN=1000 sites in one di-
mension. The width of the energy shellDl was taken to be
somewhat smaller than the typical smallest energy spacing of
the eigenstates ofH0,l. Figure 6 shows the electronic spec-
tral functionsAk

+svd and Ak
−svd fcalculated from Eqs.s35d

and s36dg, and the renormalized phonon dispersionṽq from
the PRM approach for ag-value of g/ t=0.10 s«p/ t=0.1d
which is below the critical electron-phonon couplinggc. The
wave numberk is fixed to kF=p /2. Note that forg values
smaller thangc the system is in a Luttinger liquidsmetallicd
phase. As is seen from Fig. 6 the one-particle spectrum con-
sists of a main pole and of satellites due to the coupling of
the electrons to phonons. They follow from the first and to
the second and third terms on the right-hand side of Eqs.s36d
ands37d and will be denoted in the following as coherent and
incoherent excitations. Note that due to the used approxima-
tions to derive the PRM equations it is beyond the scope of
the present approach to discuss possibly differences between
a Luttinger liquid and a Fermi liquid behavior in the one-
particle spectral functions.

As was mentioned before we restrict ourselves tok=kF.
Therefore the coherent excitation is located at the Fermi
level fdotted line in Fig. 6sadg. It is the dominant excitation
of the spectrum since its pole strengthãkF

2 is close to its
maximum value of 1. Due tos38d the intensity sum over all
coherent and incoherent excitations is equal to 1. The system

FIG. 3. sColor onlined PE fdashedsredd linesg
and IPE fsolid sblackd linesg spectra near the
metal to Peierls insulator transition point.
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is in a metallic state. Note the small finite onset of the inco-
herent parts inAk

+svd and Ak
−svd close to the Fermi level

which is due to the finite phonon frequencyṽq<v0 sfor
small g valuesd. In Fig. 6sbd the renormalized phonon fre-
quencyṽq is shown as a function of the wave number. Due
to the coupling between the phononic and the electronic de-
grees of freedom,ṽq has gained some dispersion. For the
choseng value this dispersion is relatively small except for

FIG. 4. sColor onlined PE and IPE spectra in
the Peierls phase.

FIG. 5. sColor onlined Phonon distribution in the ground state of
the spinless Holstein model for three characteristic coupling
strengths.

FIG. 6. Results from the PRM approach forg/ t=0.10 s«p/ t
=0.1d: sad Electronic spectral functionsAk

+svd sblackd and Ak
−svd

sredd where the wave numberk is fixed to kF=p /2. The coherent
excitation peaksdotted lined is at v=0. sbd Renormalized phonon
dispersionṽq. The original phonon frequency isv0/ t=0.1.
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wave numbersq close to the Brillouin-zone center and close
to the Brillouin-zone boundarysk0= ±pd. This feature can be
understood from the phonon renormalization equations24d.
There, the second order renormalization contribution corre-
sponds to a frequency dependent energy shift which is simi-
lar to that known from the phonon self-energy contribution
of second order. The dispersion results from particle-hole
excitationsck

†ck+q around the Fermi level with a wave num-
ber transferq which is either smallsq<0d or aboutq<k0

= ±p ssince at half-filling «kF
<«kF+k0

d. Note that Fig. 6
shows an overall agreement with the ED results of Fig. 2
where the same parameters have been used.

In Figs. 7sad and 7sbd the same quantities are shown for
g/ t=0.30 s«p/ t=0.9d. In this case the coupling strength is
somewhat below the critical valuegc. This can be seen from
the pole strengthãkF

2 of the coherent pole which has consid-
erably decreased from almost 1 to a value already very small
compared to 1. Since the vanishing ofãkF

2 must to be inter-
preted as a signature of the metal-insulator transition the sys-
tem is still in the metallic state. In Fig. 7sbd the renormalized
phonon frequencyṽq is shown. For large wave numbers ap-
proaching the Brillouin-zone boundary a strong softening is
observed. Only for wave vectors extremely close to the
boundary a sudden stiffening is found again. This feature is
reminiscent of the behavior atk0 discussed before.

This stiffening is absent in Fig. 8sbd where the PRM result
for the renormalized phonon frequency is shown forg/ t
=0.34s«p/ t=1.156d which is somewhat larger than the criti-
cal g valueswithin the PRM approachd. In this case the pho-
non excitation becomes negative very close to the Brillouin-
zone boundaryk0. The negative phonon frequency indicates
the occurrence of an instability at the critical coupling
strengthgc which is associated with the transition of the
system to a Peierls state. Note that forg.gc the present
PRM treatment breaks down since a possible shift of the
ionic equilibrium positions was not taken into account. A
discussion of the phonon dynamics in the Peierls state will
be subject to further research. However, in contrast to the
discussion of the phonon modes the discussion of the elec-
tronic excitations within the PRM method is not restricted to
g valuesg,gc but can be extended to some small range
above gc ssee belowd. In Fig. 8sad the spectral functions
Ak

+svd andAk
−svd from the PRM treatment are shown for the

sameg value g/ t=0.34. The spectrum has changed from a
strongly peaked distribution for smallerg to a more Poisson-
type shape. The coherent pole has completely vanishedãkF

2

=0 and a gap has opened in the spectrum at the Fermi level.
The system has undergone a phase transition to a nonmetallic

FIG. 7. Same quantities as in Fig. 6 from the PRM approach for
a g-value of g/ t=0.30 s«p/ t=0.9d somewhat below the critical
valuegc/ t<0.31 s«p/ t=0.96d.

FIG. 8. Same quantities as in Fig. 6 from the PRM approach for
g/ t=0.34 s«p/ t=1.16d which is somewhat larger thangc/ t<0.31
s«p/ t=0.96d. Note that the coherent pole has vanished and a charge
gap has openedsad.
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state. To verify that the gap does not depend on the lattice
size we have applied the PRM to a rather large system with
1000 sites but also to smaller systems with 800, 500, 200,
and 100 sites. In all cases the size of the gap was practically
independent of the system size so that the gap can be con-
sidered as an intrinsic property of the Holstein model. As in
any renormalization group procedure the results could de-
pend on the actual cluster size due to additional degeneracies
imposed by symmetry, especially for small systems. Such a
dependence was not found for the systems considered here.

To find the critical coupling strength at which the phase
transition occurs we have plotted the coherent pole strength
ãkF

2 at wave vectork=kF for different values ofg sFig. 9d.
Note the strong decrease ofãkF

2 with increasingg. A closer
inspection of the data shows that atg=gc<0.31t the pole
strength becomes zero which marks the transition of the sys-
tem to the nonmetallic state. This value is somewhat larger
than the critical value found from the exact diagonalization
fgc/ t<0.24 s«p/ t<0.6d, compare Fig. 3g. Note, however,
that in the PRM approach a rather large system with 1000
lattice sites was used, whereas in the ED the system had to
be restricted to eight sites. For the smaller systems with 800,
500, 300, 200, and 100 sites the critical coupling was slightly
smaller and approximatelygc/ t<0.30. A comparison with
the critical valuegc/ t<0.28, obtained from DMRG calcula-
tions of Refs. 12 and 13, shows that the critical values from
PRM might be somewhat too large. The difference is prob-
ably due to the factorization approximation in the PRM ap-
proach and to the simplified ansatzs15d for the operator form
of the generatorXl,Dl.

An alternative criterion to determine the critical coupling
strength is to take that value at which the renormalized pho-
non frequencyṽq at the Brillouin-zone boundaryq= ±k0
vanishes. In this way one finds for the system with 1000 sites
gc/ t<0.30, i.e., a result which is somewhat smaller than that
found from the vanishing ofãkF

2 . Note however that the latter
gc value seems to be the more reliable one. This can be
understood from the comparison of the renormalization
equationss32d for ak,l ands24d for vq,l. As can be seen, for
ak,l an approximate exponential decay withl is found

whereas a logarithmic decay follows forvq,l. Thus, since the
dominant renormalization contributions always occur at
small l, the numerical errors are much smaller forak,l than
for vq,l. Therefore, within the present renormalization ap-
proach the critical coupling strength found from the vanish-
ing of the coherence strengthãkF

2 is probably more reliable
than that given by the vanishing ofṽq=k0

. On the other hand,
from comparison with other approaches one has to admit that
the value ofgc/ t<0.31 is possibly somewhat too large prob-
ably due to the factorization approximation which was used
to derive the renormalization equations.

As was mentioned above, the PRM approach is only valid
in the metallic regimeg,gc. However, one can assure one-
self of the fact that it may also be applied in a small param-
eter regimegùgc: We again considerk=kF. Due to the
Q-functions Qk,q in all renormalization equations a renor-
malization approximately occurs when the energy difference
uvq,l+«k,l−«k+q,lu lies within a small energy shell betweenl
and l−Dl. Moreover, the most dominant renormalization
processes take place for small cutoffl. Therefore,«kF+q,l

<«kF,l must be fulfilledswhere a small phonon frequency
was assumedd. It follows thatq< ±k0, wherek0 is the zone-
boundary wave vector. According tos32d the coherent pole
strengthakF,l

2 will mostly be renormalized by wave numbers
q<k0. In contrastbkF,k0,l andgkF,k0,l are both renormalized
only once whenl is small. According tos32d akF,l becomes
zero for smalll in the insulating regimeg.gc, so that the
renormalization ofbkF,k0,l and gkF,k0,l is negligible due to
s33d and s34d. Note that the incoherent excitations ins35d
ands36d close toq<k0 contain negative phonon energiesṽq.
However, they do not influence the electronic spectral func-
tions.

V. SUMMARY

In this paper the electron-phonon coupling in the one-
dimensional Holstein model at half-filling has been investi-
gated using both the projector-based renormalization method
sPRMd and a refined exact diagonalization technique in com-
bination with the kernel polynomial methodsEDd. In this
system a metal-insulator transition occurs, accompanied by
the formation of the Peierls distorted state. This transition
has been analyzed in terms of thesinversed photoemission
spectral functions, where the phonon dynamics is fully taken
into account.

Different from the ED the present PRM treatment is re-
stricted to valuesg smaller or equal to the critical electron-
phonon couplinggc. The discussion of the coupling regimeg
larger thangc is more complicated and must be postponed to
a future investigation. However, it turns out that the results
for the electronic spectral functions are not restricted tog
,gc but are also valid in a small regimeg abovegc. There-
fore, the opening of an electronic gap can be observed. The
reason is that electronic properties are rather insensitive
against a small number of instable phonon modes close to
the Brillouin-zone boundary.

Although both the PRM and the ED technique are valid
for any dimension, we have restricted ourselves to a one-

FIG. 9. Coherent pole strengthãkF

2 from the PRM approach as
function of the electron-phonon couplingg for a system with 1000
lattice sites.
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dimensional lattice. Thesinversed photoemission spectral
functions from both approaches clearly indicate a metal-
insulator transition and the opening of a gap if the electron-
phonon coupling becomes larger than a finite critical value.
The single-particle spectra excitations are accompanied by
multiphonon absorption and emission processes in the
Peierls phase. The PRM provides a renormalized phonon dis-
persion which shows a softening at the Brillouin-zone
boundary. This effect even occurs for coupling strengthg
smaller than the critical valuegc so that the phonon softening
can be understood as a precursor effect of the gap formation.
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APPENDIX: TRANSFORMATION OF THE OPERATORS

In this appendix we evaluate the transformation froml to
sl−Dld. As an example let us consider the operatorck

†ck,

eXl,Dlck
†cke−Xl,Dl = eXl,Dlsck

†ckd = o
n=0

`
1

n!
Xl,Dl

n sck
†ckd.

sA1d

Here, a new superoperatorXl,Dl was introduced which is
defined by the commutator of the generatorXl,Dl with op-
eratorsA on which Xl,Dl is applied,Xl,DlA=fXl,Dl ,Ag.
Thus we must evaluate the commutators on the right-hand
side of sA1d,

fXl,Dl,ck
†ckg =

1
ÎN

o
q

hBk−q,q,lQk−q,qsl,Dldsbq
†ck−q

† ck

+ bqck
†ck−qd − fk → sk + qdgj. sA2d

By applyingXl,Dl twice onck
†ck products composed of four

fermionic and of two fermionic and two bosonic operators
occur. In order to keep only operators which are also present
in Hsl−Dld a factorization is performed. One obtains

1

2
fXl,Dl,fXl,Dl,ck

†ckgg =
1

N
o
q

hBk−q,q,l
2 Qk−q,qsl,Dldsnkl

c + nq,l
b dck−q

† ck−q − Bk−q,q,l
2 Qk−q,qsl,Dlds1 − nk−q,l

c + nq,l
b dck

†ck

+ Bk−q,q,l
2 Qk−q,qsl,Dldsnk−q,l

c − nkl
c dbq

†bq + fk → k + qgj, sA3d

where the expectation valuesnk,l
c , nq,l

b have been defined ins19d. The third order term ofsA1d again gives interaction-type
contributions. Thus, all operator terms appearing on the right-hand side ofsA1d are traced back to those which also appear in
Hl. This property enables us to evaluate all higher order commutators withXl,Dl and thus the transformationsA1d. The result
is given in s18d.
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